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Characteristic factors

Global Governance
Coordination between central and regional governments (Six Regions)

Coordination between regional government and local governments 
(Twelve Provinces)

Diversity
Climate (average temperate climate)

Population distribution (City of Rome at the mouth of the river) 

Economic development 

(marked decrease of the GDP) 

Environmental protection

(safeguard vs development?)

Cross – cutting policies
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Global Governance

Principle of subsidiarity is also in the 
WFD

Based on the principle of subsidiarity,   Italian 
legislation implementing the WFD (D.Lgs. n. 
152/2006) requires the transition between the 
Regional Water Protection Plan (PRTA) and the 
Programme of Measures of the River Basin 
Management Plan (PGD).

- Devolution by the State to the Regions.

- Devolution by the Region to the local                                
governments.

Central 

Appennines 

District

Correlation between regional GDP per capita

than the national average of 1980 and 2004
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Diversity

In the district of the Central
Appennines the rain precipitations
have decreased by 2 billion cubic
meters in the last 50 years. The IPCC
predicts Mediterranean will suffer a
further loss of resource.

Climate Change

Pressure 
Concentration

Small surface of the lowland areas

City of Rome and hinterland at the
mouth of the Tiber River
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Cross-cutting policies

Hydropower

In the district of the Central Appennines over 1400 MW of power efficient are 
installed and hydropower plants use about 40 billion cubic meters of water.

• The hydropower production covers about 8% of the national production and it is 
almost entirely consumed in the district.

• The possible reduction in hydropower production could not permit the 
achievement of the national target of 20% from renewable sources.

Tourism

In addition to cultural heritage, rural and small village tourism
is developing.

• The development rebalances the touristic pressure in the district and matches the 
strategy of the C.A.P.

• Navigability of the river Tiber: in addition to touristic purposes in the town of 
Rome, the navigation of the middle branches of the river Tiber is under 
development.

• The navigation of small tonnage and short-range will help to reduce trucking and 
rail transport (Ecobonus?)
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The socio-economic keys

In RBMP of the Central Appennines (PGDAC) the special 
supplementary measure aims to manage water resources in order 
to socio-economic development, soil conservation (liaison with 
Directive 2007/60) and environmental protection.

The measure will be applied through program agreements
between the State and Regions, i.e. an agreement between local 
authorities (regions, provinces or municipalities) and other 
government agencies to coordinate activities for executing of works, 
assistance or measure programs. 
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The district as complex system

• Non-stationary system because the superposition of the effects is not 
possible              the system parameters are time variable and therefore 
modelling vs. expert opinion (Annex of WFD) 

• With reference to the Uncertainty Principle certain phisical properties 
cannot be simultaneously known to arbitrarily high precision.                  

The number of waterbodies (Annex of WFD) of the district 
should be limited

• Uncertainty of socio-economic forecast        the results of 
participation forums are very important (§ 14 of WFD).

• Limited understanding of the relationship between the biotic and 
abiotic variables, and then between the “intensity” of the measures and 
the magnitude of the effects on the biological quality              monitoring 
of the Directive (§ 8 of WFD) is sufficient to understand the system as a 
whole?
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Control tool of district

Simulation model, in terms of non-

permanent state of equilibrium, 

consists of modules that simulate the 

characteristics hydrological, 

hydromorphological (sediment 

transport), chemical (concentrations 

of pollutants), biological index 

(diatomic), economic sustainability of 

the social costs and effectiveness of 

the social compensation. 

(1) (cohesion and interdependence between elements is not 

very strong)

(2) a complex mixture of algae, cyanobactetria, heterotrophic 

microbes, and detritus that is attached to submerged 

surfaces in most aquatic ecosystems

…takes into account the 
effects of non-concomitance

…adapts to discretized 
systems (1)

…internalizes the effects 
of low reliability of 
economic forecasts 

…assumes the periphyton 
(2) as a limiting factor of 
biological quality 

The model …

1

2

3

4
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The central problem of social and 
economic sustainability

Italian legislation implementing the WFD requires the 
Costs-Benefits Analisys

How to overcome the problems of:

• The theoretical limit

• The operating limit

The problem is NOT to find alternatives 
more profitable than the environmental 
and social benefits achieved by means 
of necessary investments and social 
costs

There are severe difficulties and 
uncertainties in the assessment of 
social/environmental costs and 
benefits. The problem of distribution of 
the social welfare (Kaldor-Hicks) is also 
not solved

of the Costs-Benefits Analisys?
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General equilibrium theory

The Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto was one of the
leaders of the Lausanne School and an illustrious
member of the "second generation" of the Neoclassical
Revolution. Although only mildly influential during his
lifetime, his "tastes-and-obstacles" approach to general
equilibrium theory have guided much of economics since
1930s.

The Pareto optimum is achieved when the allocation of 

resources is such that you can not make Pareto 

improvements to the system that you can not improve the 

condition of an individual without worsening the condition of 

another. 
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Kaldor–Hicks efficiency

Kaldor–Hicks efficiency, also 
known as Kaldor–Hicks 
criterion, is a measure of 
economic efficiency that captures 
some of the intuitive appeal of 
Pareto efficiency, but has less 
stringent criteria and is hence 
applicable to more circumstances. 
Under Kaldor–Hicks efficiency, an 
outcome is considered more 
efficient if a Pareto optimal 
outcome can be reached by 
arranging sufficient 
compensation from those that 
are made better off to those 
that are made worse off so 
that all would end up no worse 
off than before. 
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Problem solution

In the preliminary phase (Regional water protection plans: PRTA) of 
the RBMP, social costs and benefits are assessed through public 
participation and consultation forum:

- the stakeholders affirmed their willingness to support the respective 
social costs. 

- the structural measures (including measures required under the 
legilation) have been defined by means of expert opinion and their 
investment costs are therefore to be specified only.

In the next phase (after 2013 - §5 of WFD), on the basis of the 
monitoring results, the model will develop scenarios to test the 
strategies indentified in the preliminary phase.
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Sustainability in socio-economic model
(preliminary phase)

Several conferences with
stakeholders for the sustainability
of social costs.

The above conferences ensure the
willingness of stakeholders to
support the social cost that affect
their growth expectations.

At the conclusion of participation
conferences, the program of
measures (PoM) with its social
sustainability has been defined.

Socio-economic 
control modules

… summarizing
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Tools of model in the next phase

The costs of the WFD objective

Variables (input) for 

N scenarios

Control factors Structural measures 

costs

Non-structural 

measures costs

Availability of potential

water resource

Hypothesis of climate 

change

- Social costs

Allocation of water 

requirements

PoM of PRTA and RBMP 

of Central Appennines 

District

Investment costs (€) Social costs

How and how much

water the users require 

and return

PoM of PRTA and RBMP 

of Central Appennines 

District

Investment costs (€) Social costs

Environmental 

constraints

Flow conditions in 

protected areas and in 

control sections

Investment costs (€) Social costs

1.481.658.152 €Total Costs: ? but sustainable

Strategy of the first phase
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Sustainability in socio-economic model
(next phase)

On the basis of the monitoring
results the model develop scenarios
at 2015.

Every scenario (socially sustainable)
is characterized by a state of
environmental quality (% of good
WBs) and requires investment costs
for structural mesures.

With the reference to available
financial resources at 2013, the
model identifies the objective at
2015 with lowest loss of
environmental quality.

Cost-effectiveness

modules
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The path for WFD objective
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The significant difference

If the difference is not significant, then the 

path for WFD objective is no. 2 and the 

objective is achieved at 2015

Else the WFD objective is postponed to 

2021
“significant” depends on answers to following question:
• All the biological elements have the same importance on the assessment of the 

quality status?

• What is the relationship between model parameters and biological elements?

• As gauging network extension and monitoring reliability affect the assessment 

of the quality status?

• As the reliability of model affect the assessment of the quality status?

... in other words…
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... in other words…

what measures

affect the biological

elements?
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The theoretical process

Investment costs in €

N simulation process 

N possible theoretical objectives 

Conferences with stakeholders for the 
sustainability of the social costs, from 
which… 

S scenarios with the specific 
investment costs (€)

Costs of structural measures in 
scenarios socially sustainable 

Objective of RBMP: Pareto optimal 
scenario. The PoM can provide 
compensations between stakeholders 
(Kaldor-Hicks efficiency)

N input scenarios

environmental control 
modules (model)

N scenarios of 
environmental quality

socio-economic control 
modules (model)

S (S<N) socially 
sustainable scenarios

Cost-effectiveness 
control module (model)

Final objective
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Game theory
Stated simply, Amy and Bill are in Nash equilibrium if

Amy is making the best decision she can, taking into

account Bill's decision, and Bill is making the best

decision he can, taking into account Amy's decision.

Likewise, a group of players is in Nash equilibrium if

each one is making the best decision that he or she

can, taking into account the decisions of the others.

However, Nash equilibrium does not necessarily mean

the best cumulative payoff for all the players involved;

in many cases all the players might improve their

payoffs if they could somehow agree on strategies

different from the Nash equilibrium.

John Forbes Nash, Jr.

In 1994 Nash won the 

Nobel Memorial Prize in 

Economic Sciences
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Expected results

The update of RBMP defines a new PoM, in line with the results of monitoring 

under the WFD and on the basis of the willingness of stakeholders: 

• to afford the social costs of non-structural measures

• to accept the allocation of financial resources between general taxation and 

the tariff

• to search the social awareness 
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Thanks for your kind attention

The authors would 

like to have 

provided a useful 

contribution to the 

dialogue on the 

implementation of 

European Directive 

CE/2000/60 

Central Appennines 

District 

River Basin Management 

Plan of District


